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Sirs:
Nineteen sixty-eight may be described as the "year of the change." Incisive
introspection provided the impetus for an internal structural and philosophical reorganiza-
tion. A responsive Legislature met the challenge with precedent setting support and
passage of an amended budget which more than doubled our previous year's allocation.
These funds enabled us to initiate new programs, and to add more staff to meet the new,
subtle and more sophisticated discriminatory practices in our Commonwealth. A move to
a new location at 120 Tremont Street obviously places us in a favorable proximity to
those seeking our services as well as state resources.
The assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King created an acute awareness of the
pervasive racism of our country as nothing else had done; the Kerner Commission Report
documented what was already known and refused to be recognized by most. The
assassination of Robert Kennedy once again illustrated the unleashed violence Black
people have always known and been the victim of, and on and on.
However, hope was not dead in 1968, and I was heartened by a country which brought
its President to his knees on the issue of war; Puerto Ricans were beginning to assert
themselves and demand recognition as an ethnic group no longer to be ignored. Many
poverty programs which were ultimately labeled "failures" did provide the opportunity
for the "poor" to be heard and they were, for the fu-st time, to a minute degree scarcely
recognizable; the Jones V. Mayer interpretation of the Supreme Court's 1866 decision and
the Civil Rights Act of 1968, must be noted.
This country and this state did not act totally out of good will, but to some degree out
of fear. Needless to say, we at the Commission are working to educate those persons who
have the power to affect so many, many lives favorably. We need and enhst the support of
all facets of our Commonwealth - political, economic, social and religious, who can assist
us.
We have had some successes and note with pride more detailed descriptions of them in
the body of this report.
We appreciate having a new Commissioner, the Reverend Gilbert H. Caldwell, serve
with distinction and also note with sincere regret the loss of Commissioner John Albano,
through termination of service.
A special note of commendation must be extended to staff who gave me their
unqualified support, time and energy and who devoted countless hours in assisting in a
transition of expansion. And, most assuredly, the progress of the Commission could not
have been so effective without the assistance of the Attorney General's Office and Mrs.
Glendora Putnam.
It has been an opportunity seldom offered and a distinct pleasure to serve as the
executive administrator of this agency since March of this year and to have been a part of
an exciting, challenging time, unparalleled in the history of civil rights.
Very truly yours,
(MRS.) ERNA BALLANTINE
Chairman
STATEMENT OF POLICY
The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination looks to the combined efforts
of law enforcement and affirmative action as the most effective means for eliminating
discrimination in the Commonwealth.
While resolving the problems brought about through individually filed complaints is
essential, only through broad, Commission-initiated investigations keyed to uncovering
"patterns of discrimination" in housing, employment, public accommodations and
education, can the roots of this disease be destroyed.
The Commission is committed to pursuing this policy in attacking the problems of
"systematic discrimination".
SUMMARY OF COMMISSION ACTIVITIES
The twenty-third annual report of the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimina-
tion covers the period from January 1, 1968 to December 31, 1968.
Some 1,030 matters were filed with and by the Commission requiring investigation
during this period. This figure reflected an increase of more than 300 such matters over
the corresponding period in 1967 and marked the first time since the inception of the
Commission in 1946 that the caseload surpassed the one thousand mark.
These matters concerned incidents of alleged discrimination based upon race, color,
creed, national origin, sex, age or ancestry in employment and upon race, color, creed,
national origin or national ancestry in housing, ^places of public accommodations and
admission to educational institutions.
In 1968, the agency staff nearly tripled in size, reflecting a more aggressive role of the
Commission in seeking out patterns of discrimination as well as serving individually-
initiated complaints.
To this end, the organizational structure of the Commission was broadened with the
creation of an Affirmative Action Division charged with the duty of aiding employers in
estabUshing voluntary programs of minority group hiring practices. A Compliance Division
was also created for the purposes of insuring that parties found to have discriminated, do
in fact, comply with the laws concerning this subject.
In addition, the Commission added an Education Division which concerns itself with
seeking out discriminatory practices in enrollment and entrance procedures. For the first
time, the agency added to the staff legal counsel to assist in the interpretation of laws on
discrimination as well as to prepare legislation that will enable the Commission to operate
more effectively.
Along with the establishment of these new divisions, the Commission added a public
information officer to handle press relations and an administrative assistant to coordinate
the activities of the Commissioners and supervise certain staff functions.
The Field Operations staff was also increased to twenty in order to process the
complaints received and the ensuing investigations. The increased caseload emphasized the
warranting of this move.
As in previous years, a survey of the tenant selection policies of 31 Public Housing
Authorities was conducted by the Field Investigators to determine the existence of equal
opportunity and the absence of discrimination. In keeping with the emphasis to ascertain
in greater detail the non-White minority groups, the breakdown in 1968 was defined in
terms of Blacks and Spanish sumamed peoples.
In an aim to communicate better public awareness of the Commission, Commissioners
and key staff personnel served as speakers and panel members before various civic groups,
as well as on radio and television programs.
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
George Cohlyn,D}rector
The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, continuing its policy of making
employment opportunities available to all the citizens of the Commonwealth through
compliance with Federal and State laws and regulations appUcable to non-discrimination
in employment and housing, has created a department within its structure called the
Affirmative Action Division.
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Affirmative Action is defined as that action necessar\- to bring about the condition of
Equal C)pportunit>-.
The Commission, acutely aware of the urgency of the matter, has focused increased
effort on patterns of discrimination as well as individual cases. The chief aim being to
identify and eliminate discriminator)- s> stems of employment or s>-stems which result in
disparate effects of employment. The Commission believes that unless the cause that led
to the complaint is eliminated, more complaints will be filed, which will necessitate in
turn, more investigations resulting in added burdens to the complainant and to the agency.
Problems of employment and housing experienced by Negroes and other minorities of
this state are directly attributable to traditional patterns of discriminator)' behavior by the
White community over a period of many years. It is cruel and positive. If progress is to be
made for minoritv" groups in these areas the action taken must not be of a passive nature;
equalit>- cannot be achieved by merely removing a sign.
Mfirmativ^e Action must be taken.
Practically all conduct and activitv' in the business realm is subjected to some form of
nimierical measurement. The process or implementation of an Affirmative Action Plan is
so rated. So, when we talk about .Affumative Action, we are talking about numbers, about
getting people employed into our lucrative work force. The success we reap must be
measured numerically; there is no other way to measure. And, it is Limited only by the
imagination and initiative of all concerned.
CO>LMUNITY RELATIONS
James R. D^lvis. Director
In order to perpetuate goals and achievement made in the area of Communitv'
Relations, this dhision has sought to get the communities more involved and keep closely
abreast of what is planned and happening in the Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination.
In short, we have become more oriented toward Human Relations. We regard good
human relations as everv body's business and the great unfinished business of mankind.
In order to enhance the process of communications with the communities, we have
sought out the sponsorship and approval of the more respected and authoratative leader-
ship in the communities involved.
Classes on the structure of the MCAD complaint processing and the basic laws invohed
in our area of enforcement are being held in all Civil Rights Agencies throughout the
Commonwealth. Response and attendance in these classes has been gratifying.
.Although this agency is operating with an increased budget and staff, we stiU feel the
dependence on the Legislative Structure of the Commonwealth to give support to existing
laws and create new ones where needed.
\\"hile the agency has a long-range job ahead of it which requires long-term planning,
one of our most immediate concerns is with the problems of the minorir>- communit}-. We
aim to develop comprehensive programs equal to those most apparent problems which
confront us: such problems as equal employment, job up-grading and procurement of
housing, equal and adequate.
With the continued efforts of our staff, the expertise gained by them in related areas of
endeavor, the newly acquired office space and increased budget, we hope to see a most
apparent decrease if not complete elimination of discrimination in all forms and closer
realization to the day when everv' man in America can look at his neighbor and see a man,
not a color.
COMPLIANCE
Robert F. MzhonQy, Director
The Compliance Division was established in July of 1968.
The Division currentiy consists of the Director. Robert F. Mahoney and an .Assistant
Director. Roger C. MacLeod.
The following Rules and Procedures were prepared, presented and accepted by the
Commissioners of the Massachusetts Commission .\gainst Discrimination in two areas of
concern:
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A. Compliance Procedure:
1. All complaints closed after conciliation or final orders will be obtained by the
Compliance Division. Said complaints will be assigned a docket number by the
Director who shall maintain the docket books.
2. Terms of conciliation or fmal orders will be stated on a Compliance Division's
Report Form.
3. Compliance Division will follow-up the terms of conciliation or final orders in
accordance to said terms or orders when deemed appropriate by the Director of
Compliance and fmdings will be stated on the Comphance Division's Repon
Forms.
4. When the Division's follow-up procedure reveals full compliance with terms of
conciliation, the Director, with the approval of the Investigating Commissioner
will notify the respondent of this final determination.
4a. Instances of complete comphance with final orders of the Commission, the
Director, with the approval of the hearing Commissioners, shall so notify the
respondent.
5. Instances of non-compliance with the terms of conciliation will require
negotiation and persuasion b\' tlie Compliance Division to assure compliance
w ith said terms of concihation. Report folder will be filed for a repeat foUow-up
to be conducted when deemed appropriate by the Director.
5a. Instances of non-compliance with final orders of the Commission will be
reported to the Hearing Commissioners with the Division's recommendation for
appropriate action.
6. Instances of non-compliance with the terms of conciliation and failure on the
part of the respondent to negotiate with the Compliance Division will be
referred to the Investigating Commissioner who may at his and/or her discretion
certify the matter for formal hearing in accordance with administrative
procedure or move for judicial enforcement.
.AH complaints closed after terms of conciliation having been agreed upon will be
activeh maintained by the Compliance Division to assure comphance with the terms of
conciliation and/or fmal orders.
This procedure has proven to be a necessity in that several compliance follow-up
procedures have revealed that the actual terms of conciliation or final orders have not, in
fact, been considered within compliance. Negotiation between the respondent and the
Compliance Di\ision have been successful in obtaining complete compliance.
B. Governor's Code of Fair Practices:
The Division has concerned itself with the Governor's Code of Fair Practices in the
areas of employment, education, commercial property and pubhc accommodations.
Specifically:
Article 2: Comphance with the order that all State Agencies have promul-
gated clear w-ritten directives as required by this section.
The Division will determine comphance by all State Agencies and
private firms currentl\" covered b\' this section to assure inclusion in
all State contracts a statement of the non-discriminatory pohcy.
.All firms with State contracts in excess of SI 0,000 per year will be
contacted and pertinent information will be stated on a Comph-
ance Review Report Form.
Peninent information reponed on the Comphance Review Report
Form will be available to the Affirmative Action Division.
Comphance Review Report Form will be filed for a Report
follow-up to be conducted six (6) months later or as required.
Article 5 : All State Agencies, including educational institutions, w hich
pro\ide employment referral or placement services and in addition
Real Estate offices, private employment agencies and other places
of pubhc accommodations hcensed by the Commonwealth will be
contacted to assure comphance with the provisions of Chapter
151-B, Chapter 151-C and Section 298 of the General Laws of
Massachusetts as well as the Governor's Code of Fair Practices.
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Article 8: A survey of compiliation of written reports pertaining to admission
policy, health care service provided by all nursing homes, convales-
cent homes, both public and private which are licensed by the
Commonwealth will be conducted.
Article 9: Private educational institutions will be contacted to determine
compliance with Chapter 151-C of the General Laws of Massachu-
setts and the provisions of the Governor's Code of Fair Practices.
Article 10: In conjunction with the provisions of this article local housing
authorities will be contacted to assure compliance.
Article 2. Paragraph 3, relates to all contractors, vendors conducting business with the
Commonwealth in an annual excess business of SI 0,000 per annum. Each contractor
and/or vendor conducting business with the Commonwealth is required to sign a
non-discriminatory policy as outlined in the Governor's Code of Fair Practices.
In the past, firms have signed the required non-discriminatory policy, however no
follow-up procedure was conducted to assure compliance with the policy.
The Compliance Division is currently conducting surveys of firms with State contracts.
In instances of firms considered not to be in compliance with the agreement and yet
indicate a willingness to comply with the policy, the names of the firms and pertinent
information pertaining to employment patterns will be referred to the Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination's .Affirmative Action Division for assistance in creating
compliance under the Governor's Code of Fair Practices.
The Compliance Division's program also include personal visits to Real Estate Brokers
for the purpose of indoctrination of the Fair Housing Law and to circulate new fair
housing posters and pamphlets.
Projection:
The goals of the Compliance Division are great in number and great in importance.
Therefore, the Division's Representatives, in conjunction with the Affirmative Action
Division Representatives, have submitted a written proposal to the Federal Government
for a grant, to be shared equally by the two Divisions in the amount of S5 0.000 to assist
the Divisions' Directors, by means of additional staff members, to realize the fulfillment of
the Divisions' important and ultimate goals.
Conclusion:
It is the goal of the Compliance Division to assure compliance to all aspects of Chapter
151-B of the General Laws of Massachusetts and the Governor's Code of Fair Practices.
EEOC GRANT ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM
Harriet HQndler , Director
Frances Werner, Field Investigator
The EEOC Enforcement Program, directed by Harriet Hendler, with Frances Werner
assigned as the investigator on the program is one of the most exciting concepts in law
enforcement to come along in years. Governor John A. Volpe has given this program his
strong endorsement, as well as many representatives of employment centers in the Black
and Spanish communities throughout the state. The grant provides funds for a Director
and Resource Specialist, Mrs. Bette Smith, and guidelines for action.
Step one is a Commission initiated charge against one of the large employers in the
Commonwealth employing relatively few or no Black or Spanish persons. We are
supported by a favorable Attorney General's opinion supporting this step.
Step nvo is an intensive investigation of recruitment patterns, and hiring practices,
including the use or misuse of testing, interviews, job qualifications, high school
diploma requirements, et al.
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Step three is a finding by the Investigating Commissioner of no cause, or probable
cause. If probable cause is found, step four: the MC.\D will draw up a firm and legally
binding agreement affecting the employer's recruitment practices and hiring standards
to insure a steady flow of applicants who will be given consideration for any available
job.
This year 9 charges have been initiated by the Commission and pattern investigations
are being conducted in Boston, Springfield, Worcester and New Bedford will be added to
the list shorth'. The significant concept which is far reaching in its effects is that any
device by which the employer measures an applicant for a job - whether it be a written
test, an interview, a high school diploma or pre\ious job experience - if that particular
criteria, will have the effect of excluding more Blacks than Whites and is not related to job
performance - then there is probable cause that discrimination exists.
The basic theories follow:
1. The job description MUST be accurate and relate to HOW THE JOB REALLY WORKS
in practice, not how it is described by the employer, often in fancy status-implied
words for the run-of-the-mill jobs.
2. The qualifications required by the employer for applicants MUST relate to how the
particular job really works, if that particular qualification will tend to eliminate more
Blacks than Wliites.
For example: an employer may require typing and shorthand for all clerical positions
when in fact, most of the positions require onl>" typing, or the employee spends 95 of
his or her time t>'pLng, rather than taking dictation.
In addition, the shorthand requirements will act to exclude Black trainees graduating
from skill center typing courses. The employer in this case is using a requirement that
screens out Black applicants, and is not related to the job. The requirement, therefore
discriminates. The employer, in this case, could be required to hire applicants with
typing only.
For example: the High School diploma requirement is widely used. Vie employer must
show that it is related to job performance, and he must show that high school
drop-outs cannot perform well on the job. (This may be difficult for him to do since he
probabh" has never hired high school drop-outs and therefore has no e\idence they
cannot peifoim.) Since we know from statistics in the Boston area that the High School
diploma requirement ehminates more Black than Whites, we can say that it has a
disparate effect and if it is also not related to the job, it discriminates.
These two elements: disparate effect and job relatedness, can be applied for ANY AND
ALL criteria that an employer uses to measure an applicant' and select him for
employment. The formula is 1+2=3.
1. The requirement or hiring standard eliminates more Black than Whites and has a
"disparate effect".
2. The requirement or hiring standard is not related to the job or to job performance,
and the emplo\'er either admits this or cannot prove that this standard is "valid".
THEREFORE
3. That particular requirement or criterion is discriminator}'.
The above statement results from guidelines issued by the Equal Employment
Opportunitv' Commission. Washington. \\'e are implementing this theor>- in our EEOC
Funded Program WORKING UNDER OUR 0\^'N STATE LAWS.
The hiring standards and criteria discussed above include any and all elements by which
an employer measures an applicant: such as appearance, personality, all aspects of the
interview (which is VERY important), arrest records, misdemeanor convictions, credit
ratings, car ownership, home ownership, etc.
One of the most important uses of this concept is in the field of TESTING. In
particular, the wTiiten "intelligence" tests widely given by the employers screen out many
potentially qualified Black applicants. We choose not to speak in the term of a test being
"INHERENTLY CULTURALLY BIASED" because the term is vague and hard to prove in
a legal fashion. Rather if we used the two criteria, 1. and 2. above, we could easily show-
that certain tests eliminate far many more Blacks than WTiites AND that they are not
directly related to job performance. (The employer must prove to us that they are
related.)
For example: The Wonderlic Test is widely given. (It measures someone's ability to
answer questions on the Wonderlic test.) According to many EEOC decisions it is "well
known" that this test eliminates more Blacks than WTiites. The employer wiU often
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readily admit it is not related to job performance, THEREFORE, under our concept of
1+2=3. the Wonderlic is a criterion for hiring. (Rather the employer is in violation for
giving it - the test itself is not a violation.)
For Example: The G.A.T.B. test is widely given. It is a vocational interest test, not a
test designed to be used as a basis for hiring an applicant'for a particular job. If the
employer cannot show us that job performance is related to score on the G.A.T.B., and
if we know that more Black appUcants than White applicants have been screened out
by its use, then the use of this test as a hiring standard is in violation of the
Massachusetts Fair Employment Practice Law.
Recruitment of Job Applicants by an Employer
For instance: If an employer has an all White work force, or a predominantly WTiite
work force, and he relies on new employees through word of mouth referral, (that is, he
gets friends, relatives and neighbors from his current employees), the use of such a system
in the context of a mostly-WTiite work force constitutes discrimination. (The system itself
is not discriminatory under other circumstances. Once the friends and relatives syndrome
starts to work for Black employees to the extent that it did for WTiite, then it is not a
violation of the law.) The MCTAD, when it finds a recruitment system to be discriminatory
in its effect, is empowered by statute to order a remedy which wiU insure a flow of
minority group appUcants.
For example: The above standard can be applied to the use of employment agencies
which have been and continue to refer only WTiite applicants. If the employer continues to
use such agencies and does not use those which he knows will refer Blacks, he is then in
violation of the law as described above.
The MCAD is currently engaged in 16 investigations under state law using these
theories.
The concepts can be put into practice and made to LEGALLY stick only through the
statutory process. This process begins with a complaint being initiated by the MCAD when
it has "reason to beUeve" an employer to be discriminating. The Commission need not
have a "live body", that is. a particular individual, to do so. "Reason to believe" was the
fact that the employer had few or no Black or Spanish employees and the employer was
located in a geographical area with many Black and Spanish persons, along with other
selection criteria.
EDUCATION
Janet Bryant , Director
The Education Division was established in August, 1968 with the appointment of an
Education Director. Although it functioned as a one person operation, an intensive
program was outlined.
The initial program involved the establishment of working relationships with school,
parent and citizen groups throughout the Commonwealth. This involved conferences and
meetings with the various groups and the publicizing of the role and planned programs of
the Education Division.
The program for the remaining five months of the year included activities such as the
following:
The support of Education Bills in the State Legislature by issuing statements and press
releases and representing the Commission at Education Committee hearings.
The Fair Educational Practices Act which provides for equal educational opportunities
for students seeking admission to independent schools, colleges and public school
systems throughout the state was administered. School catalogues and admission
blanks were reviewed.
An on-going statewide study of teacher hiring and upgrading procedures with regard to
members of various ethnic groups has been initiated.
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Speaking to teacher workshops sponsored by school systems and colleges on the
subject of "Current Problems in Schools Today and the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination" has been one of the Division's activities.
The brochure "The MCAD and What It Does" was prepared as an information piece to
be distributed to groups at meetings and conferences.
Parent-Teacher Community Committees have been assisted in setting up series of
Human Relations workshops for their teachers. One group set up a workshop series for
over four hundred South Shore teachers in four workshops in September and October.
Each MCAD Council is setting up an Educational Committee. The Committees will
advise the Education Division of specific school problems in their areas.
Meetings have been held with parent and community groups in Boston to try to resolve
the problems which arise from the school-community tension there and to help the
parents achieve their goal of improving education.
Numerous press releases and statements regarding educational practices and school
situations have been issued throughout the year.
The teaching unit "Discrimination - Danger to Democracy" has been revised and will
be distributed to schools and teachers throughout the Commonwealth.
Assistance in locating appropriate materials has been given to various community
groups interested in setting up Black studies programs.
FIELD OPERATIONS
Lloyd F. Randolph, Chief
On July 1, 1968, the Massachusetts Legislature approved the reorganization plan of the
Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination which increased the agency's budget
from $290,000 to $605,000. This legislative action permitted the creation and expansion
of several divisions. One such division which benefited from this reorganization plan was
Field Operations.
As the major investigative arm of the Commission, Field Operations investigates all
violations of discrimination laws brought before the agency through individually-filed or
agency-initiated complaints in employment based upon race, color, religious creed,
national origin, age, sex and ancestry; in housing based upon race, color, religious creed,
national origin and military status (member of armed forces or veteran); in public
accommodations and education based upon race, color, religious creed, national origin and
ancestry.
The receiving, assignment and supervision of investigations and/or processing of all
complaints filed alleging discrimination are the responsibilities of this division.
Headed by Lloyd F. Randolph, and assisted by Carroll Brownlee, the staff numbers
twenty field representatives, accounting for nearly one-third of the total number of agency
employees. Seventeen representatives operate from the Boston office, two from
Sprin^ield and one from the New Bedford office.
The duty of the field representative is to conduct the important fact-gathering phase of
an investigation which is ultimately presented to the Investigating Commissioner for his
determination of whether or not there exists grounds to sustain the allegations contained
in the complaint.
In any given case, the field representative's activities involve interviewing the
complainant, respondent (individuals, employers, associations, etc.) and witnesses. The
representative reviews all data such as attendance records, personnel files, payroll records,
written policies of the employer and unions, police records, agreements, etc., in cases
involving unfair employment practices.
Subsequently, the representative prepares a written narrative of his activities in the case
and, along with extensive travel, this accounts for much of the time spent in gathering
facts.
AH preliminary investigations are reviewed by the chief of field operations to ascertain
whether or not sufficient factual information exists for the Investigating Commissioner to
make a finding of (a) probable cause, (b) lack of probable cause or (c) lack of jurisdiction.
The field representative is present during conciliation meetings and/or public hearings
concerning his cases and during court proceedings if so required.
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In order to provide uninterrupted and speedy attention to complaints brought into the
agency offices, field representatives are assigned to "office duty" on a rotating basis. This
daily scheduling eliminates the need for complainants calling the Commission in advance
for the purpose of arranging appointments.
While the background of the field representative is varied, he becomes experienced in
employer-employee relations, has a working knowledge of union operations and labor
contracts and is familiar with landlord-tenant arrangements.
Field representatives are acquainted with public accommodations operations, educa-
tional institutional policies and practices and possess considerable knowledge of legislation
concerning discrimination and discriminatory practices and methods for their elimination.
All field representatives are notary pubhcs and are proficient at conducting surveys
such as the exhaustive survey concerning public housing tenant selection which appears
elsewhere in this report. Along with investigating complaints, they are called upon to
prepare written reports and address public groups.
Field Operations is also responsible for preparing subpeonas and bills of complaints to
be presented to the courts for temporary restraining orders when so authorized by the
Investigating Commissioner and delivering them to the deputy sheriffs' office in the
county in which the service is to be made.
The division also provides assistance, inforr ation and materials to federal, state and
municipal agencies in all matters concerning discrimination.
JOBS AND TRANSPORTATION
Claude Weaver, Transportation Affirmative Action Officer
The "Jobs In Transportation" project is jointly sponsored by the Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination and made possible by funds from United Community
Services and Permanent Charities. It is an "Affirmative Action" program in that it is not
reliant upon the submission of individual complaints, but rather takes the initiative in
investigating and seeking voluntary reform of the policies of Massachusetts companies in
the Transportation Industry. Trucking Companies, AirUnes, Bus Companies and Railroads
are within the scope of this project, as are all firms and public agencies which maintain a
substantial Transport Fleet as part of their regular operations.
In the past, Jobs In Transportation has served as both a job development and job
placement agency. Lack of manpower and re-evaluation of our proper priorities has seen
us evolve from job placement - leaving this task to the many pubhcally and privately
financed agencies active in this field. Jobs In Transportation now seeks to provide terminal
assistance in coordinating the orderly flow of information and job orders to these agencies.
Our primary, and we beUeve, proper role at present consists in analyzing of hiring
qualifications, and requirements and on eventual job development. Inquiring directly into
the recruitment and hiring practices of major Massachusetts transportation firms. Jobs in
Transportation seeks to perform these policies on a broad programmatic base. Elimination
of such practices as word-of-mouth and walkijig in recruiting in companies located in all
White areas, failure to advertise jobs in Non-White media, and the use of screening devices
such as high school diploma requirements and non-job related qualifications are some of
the remedial methods now in use. The program's goal is raising the level of Non-White
participation in the work force across the industry to the point where continued minority
recruitment and rapid equalization of job opportunity can be guaranteed through normal
processes.
Jobs In Transportation began operations in May, 1967 on a limited Equal Employment
Opportunities Commission grant of $20,000. In July, 1968 the project received a second
grant from United Community Services and Permanent Charities of Boston of $19,000,
budgeted to last until July of this year. The project currently has a staff of three; a
Director and two Transportation Affirmative Action Officers. The latter two paid from
the private funds. Work since 1967 has consisted chiefly of four phases:
1. Investigation and evaluation of the hiring and recruitment practices of major
employees in the transportation industry.
2. Advising these employees where standard company practices showed a discriminatory
effect in the composition of the work force.
3. Aiding the employer in the development of modified practices and remedial programs
to rapidly increase minority participation in his work force.
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4, Facilitating regular working relationships between the employers and private employ-
ment agencies in the minority community.
Increasingly, in the last few months, Jobs In Transportation had begun to move more
frequently in a fifth direction: that of initiating legal enforcement proceedings where
those who had previously been cooperative have shown a resistance to move beyond the
tokenism stage into an affirmative action and flexible minority employment policy. The
flow of job orders to minority oriented employment agencies has slacked off considerably.
Once we have left it up to the employer to take action, overt racial discrimination has
begun to reappear on the lower administrative levels of many subject firms. This
retrogression, we believe, is due primarily to two factors; one, the inability of an
understaffed department Uke Jobs In Transportation to consistently pohce the personnel
practices of an entire industry, and twc, our previous structure of the past, which did not
seek to back-up recommendations and conciliation with legal findings and enforcement
procedures. Many employers simply do not believe that our program has the force of law
- but feel instead that they are doing the minority community a favor with even the
smallest gesture towards more Non-White employment. There is a critical weakness in an
approach which concentrates on individual placements without mounting a concerted
assault on recruitment and hiring systems as such.
Naturally, we sought to prepare minority group members to meet the employment
qualifications and standards of the various transportation industries without systematically
questioning the relevance of each of these standards. Now, since the failure of a special
training program to affect the employment potential of 75 men seeking driver collector
positions with the MBTA, we have come to reappraise our position on testing in general.
We hope, through conciliation where possible and legal action when necessary, to eliminate
tests wherever they have an excludable effect and do not have clear relevance to job
performance.
We intend in fact, to review the entire system of recruitment and hiring for every major
employer in the industry and to keep pressure (legal and otherwise) on these companies
until new policies are devised which will facilitate the movement on Non-Whites in the
transportation industry past a trickle of tokenism.
THE FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR ACTIVITIES OF JOBS
IN TRANSPORTATION BEGINNING MAY 8, 1967.
I. The Airlines
The two largest areas of outside recruitment in the Airlines Industry are Fleet Service
and Reservation and Ticket Sales. These jobs, one semi-skilled and the others semi-clerical,
pay an average of $115 to $120 a week. Before the program began, most Airlines had
taken no affirmative action whatsoever. Most companies claimed to make no substantial
efforts in recruiting at all — that competition for Airline pay and travel privileges was stiff.
High school diplomas were required for all jobs, as were entrance tests. Months of work by
Jobs In Transportation succeeded in accelerating new placements and eliminating the high
school diploma requirement and entrance tests at Northeast, American, United and Trans
World AirUnes. Special programs in Fleet Service were begun at Northeast and American.
Over fifty people have been hired at American alone as a result of Commission activity.
This represents a marked increase over the pace of minority recruitment in the past, but
Non-White representation in this expanding and future oriented industry remains
unacceptably low.
II. The Trucking Companies
Massachusetts trucking companies, located for the most part in predominantly White
areas, had a poor record in minority hiring. Most recruited entirely by word of mouth or
walk-ins. Companies had stiff requirements on high school diplomas, entrance tests,
pohce records and screening by supervisory personnel. Intensive work with St. Johnsbury
Trucking, M & M Transportation, Sanborn Express, Hertz and Avis Rent-A-Car and United
Parcel Service has placed nearly 150 men in jobs ranging from platform man to Rate and
Tariff Clerks. Companies have relaxed many requirements and in some cases have begun,
under continued supervision, to work toward genuinely affirmative pohcies. By and large,
however, drivers' jobs are still inaccessible to minority group members. The trucking
companies seemed to have reached a token saturation point and then stopped. Because of
low turnover rates and small company size. Jobs In Transportation effoils would, we felt,
be better utUized in other areas where the payoff in numbers of jobs would be greater.
III. Service Fleets
Bakeries, Laundries, Dairies and Food Companies have traditionally hired all White
drivers and work forces, with occasional Non-White Route Salesman serving a Non-White
area. Extension of minority employment in this area has been slow, and the retention rate
of Non-White employees has been irregular - partly because of racial hostiUties in all
White neighborhoods, partly because of the companies' timidity in backing up their
Non-White employees or advancing them to better routes. Jobs In Transportation has
worked with the National Laundry, Crown Linen, Frito-Lay, Whitings Milk and Hood Milk
to increase minority applications and encourage more affirmative company policies in this
area. Plant workers, route salesmen, wholesale delivery drivers and tractor-trailer drivers
jobs have been opened, but problems of to-the-job transportation and lack of faith in the
minority community still persist. The Service Companies have a long way to go to improve
their image in the inner-city.
IV. Buses and Public Transportation Facilities
State Government is one of the largest employers in Massachusetts, and since
state-subsidized corporations supervise the flow of much of mass transportation in the
State, a special responsibility falls upon these corporations to set the example in
affirmative minority recruiting and hiring. In the past. State-subsidized transportation
agencies have failed to Uve up to that responsibility. The Massachusetts Bay Transit
Authority, for example, employs only about 100 Non-White out of work force of over
6300. The Massachusetts Port Authority hires almost no Non-Whites at all. Stiff high
school diploma requirements and difficult entrance tests keep minority applications and
minority acceptance at a minimum. In the summer of 1968 the MBTA with OIC,
Roxbury-trained 75 men for the driver/collector test, hopefully leading to jobs.
Overall employment practices of both are under intense investigation by the .
Commission. In 1968, the Registry of Motor Vehicles seriously hampered job oppor-
tunities for Non-White truck drivers by failing to publicize changes in the licensing law in
the minority community. Action initiated by Jobs In Transportation and the Association
of Community Workers (a Roxbury group) caused a 6 month delay in the license law
change and commitments to eUminate the road test upon proof of driving ability; to
recruit, train and hire Non-Whites for upper echelon jobs in the Registry such as Examiner
and Inspector, and to co-sponsor with Jobs In Transportation, a non-profit training school
for Tractor-trailer drivers. The major interstate bus lines and railroads have made some
token gestures toward minority recruitment but remain one of the most segregated sectors
of the transportation industry. Rigid entrance requirements will have to be amended and
special training and outreach programs developed, before there can be a significant shift in
the racial composition of long range heavy passenger transportation.
Summary
In terms of its announced goals, our program has been immensely successful. Jobs In
Transportation was funded to produce between 25 and 50 placements a year. We have
exceeded that mark by some S700 placing more than 350 persons in two years (with five
months remaining). More might have been done had not a Congressional cutback of over 1
million dollars in the EEOC appropriation reduced our budget to less than half the
requested sum. Permanent Charities of Boston, United Community Services came to our
aid and provided $19,000 for the year 68-69. ABCD offered free rental space and
furniture for a year and a half.
With over 350 placements earning an average of S3.21 per hour, the initial investment
of 520,000 produced an income for minorities of about $2 million a year. It is not
difficult, however, to achieve dramatic increases when one starts from near zero. What
concerns the Jobs In Transportation staff is the fact that the pace of hiring in the industry
has not accelerated in any PERMANENT way and we, of course, cannot police each firm.
"Affirmative" programs in recruitment have tended to be one shot, short term affairs and
we have been unable on the whole to provide the kind of supervision necessary to assure
that they are sustained. In short, "affirmative" and voluntary actions cannot do the job in
the Transportation Industry. Once these techniques are broadly Hnked with enforcement
measures, we can begin to make some real inroads into eliminating the overt and subtle
discrimination that keep equal job opportunity from Black and Spanish Americans.
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LEGISLATION
Gerald Taube, lege/ Counsel
1) Statutes of 1968, Chapter 218: repealed the requirement in Subsection 12. Section
3, Chapter 15 IB of the General Laws that formerly required ad\isor>- opinions rendered
by the Commission in response to questions submitted by employers, employment agen-
cies or labor organizations relative to bona fide job quahfications be included in the An-
nual Report to the Governor and the General Court.
2) Statutes of 1968, Chapter 719 added the follov^ing two provisions to Section 5,
Chapter 15 IB of the General Laws:
a) Upon the request of a complainant, the Commission must hold a preliminary
hearing on a fmding of no probable cause made by an Investigating Commissioner.
b) .\n Investigating Commissioner must certify a case for pubhc hearing when he
cannot eliminate an unlaNsful practice by conference, conciliation and persuasion.
3) Statutes of 1968, Chapter 727 added the following proceeding to Section 5, Chapter
15 IB of the General Laws:
If there has been a discriminatory refusal to sell, lease or rent a housing
accommodation, including commercial space, and the respondent is not a resident nor can
be served in the Commonwealth, the Commission may apply to the Superior Court for
injunctive relief against the property, including orders restraining any sale, rental, lease or
other disposition of the property that would render it unavailable to the complainant.
LEGISLATIVE SCOREBOARD :
Bills Affecting tJie MCAD during this Legislative Session
Action
Petitioners Content Committee Hearing Date Taken
Cohen & To forbid State Ad- 3/12 Next
Olmsted discrimination ministration Annual
against physical Rm. 423 Session
appearance and Hse. Ch. 3/18
physical inca- McGlynn
pacity (Medford)
Sen. Ch.
KeU>'
(Worcester)
To repeal the Commerce & 2/6 Engross-
exemption under Labor ed in
employment Hse. Ch. the
practices for ScaUi House on
charitable & (Boston) 2/27,
educational Sen. Ch. rec'd in
organizations WaU the Se-
without a (Essex) nate on
religious 3/4; or-
affihation der to a
3rd
reading
on 3 .5
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A ction
Number Petitioners Content Committee Hearing Date Taken
H 75 MCAD To repeal the Commerce 2/6
exemption for & Labor
rental of
owner-occupied
two family
dwellings
S441 Donahue To study the Commerce 1/30 To joint
employment & Labor Rules on
opportunities 2/3
of residents
in urban
poverty areas
S 462 Marion M. To repeal
Escott & language in
Others Ch. 15 IB that
presently exempts
provisions of
Ch. 149, estab-
hshing standards,
terms of condi-
tions of employment
apphcable to
females.
Commerce &
Labor
2/4 Next an-
nual
Session
2/6
H508 Richardson To prohibit
Linsky & restrictive
Frye covenants in
real estate
transaction
Gov't Reg. 1/15 Ordered
Sen. Ch. to a 3rd
Hogan (Essex) reading
Hse. Ch. in the
MacLean House
(Fairhaven) on 2/24
H 525 Richardson To render princi-
pal liable for
acts of agent
in violation
of court cease
and desist order
Judiciary
Sen. Ch.
Ward
(Worcester)
Hse. Ch.
Kiernan
(Lowell)
3/26
15
Number Petitioners Content
H 573 Dukakis, To make the
Frye. Chairman fulltime
Holgate. and assume the
Richardson duties of executive
& admins, head
of the MCAD.
More, to increase
Chairman's
salary to SI 5,000
and that of other
Commissioners
to S9.000.
A ction
Committee Hearing Date Taken
Public Service 3/10
Hse Ch.
Buckley
(Abington)
Sen. Ch.
Harmon
(Suffolk)
H 605 Collaro. To establish State Adm. 3/12 To
Bohigian an MCAD office House
and staff in Ways &
Worcester Means
on 3/13
H 626 Richardson To amend Ch. 15 IB
to conform to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968:
1 ) Expand mortgage
lending provisions
to include other
financial assistance
relating to real
estate and to those
real estate cases in
which minorities
are the beneficiaries
( tenants etc.) of the
transaction.
2) To add protection
to those who assist
others in the exercise
of rights under
Chapter 15 IB.
3) To add punitive
damages of SI,000
in housing cases.
4) To increase penalties
from S500 to SI.000
for willfull\- filing false
complaint etc. and to add
willful falsifying of
documents etc.
5) To prohibit "block-
busting".
6 ) To prohibit discrimina-
tion in real estate brokers
organizations and multi-
listing services.
Urban .Affairs 3,27
Rm. 473-B
Sen. Ch.
Moakley (Suffolk)
Hse. Ch. Brett
(Quincy)
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Action
Number Petitioners Content Committee Hearing Date Taken
H 2219 Dukakis To permit city
& town clerks
to issue birth
certificates
that omit the
color of the
child
Gov't
Regulations
1/15
H3147 McGlennon To increase to
five the number
of MCAD Commis-
sioners
State
Adminis.
3/12
H 3763 C. Flaherty To require that
Chairman work
full-time
Pubhc
Service
3/13
H 3770 Haynes To study the ratio
of Non-White to
White employees
in the Common-
wealth
Public
Service
4/3
H4119 Fishman To prohibit dis-
crimination on the
grounds of prior
criminal record,
housing, employ-
ment, education
and public accom-
modations
Commerce &
Labor
3/18
17
Number Petitioners Content Committee
Action
Hearing Date Taken
H4123 McGlennon To prohibit dis- Commerce &
crimination in Labor
housing on the
grounds of veteran
or armed services
status
To prohibit dis- Commerce & 2/6
crimination in Labor
employment on
the grounds of
physical or mental
impairment
H 4605 Executive To increase
Department salaries of certain
employees of the
MCAD:
Exhibit D:
Chainnan
from S9,500
to $16,050
Commissioners
from S6,000
to S8,250
Exhibit C:
Executive Sec.
Group 18-Group 20
Dir. Community
Relations
Group 16-Group 19
Dir. Research
Group 15 -Group 19
1/23 Signed
by the
Gover-
nor
on 3/19
H4413 F.Leo
Kenney
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RESEARCH
Kathryn Stengel, Director
A new Research Director having joined the Commission in August, constituted the
oniy personnel in the department for the remainder of 1968. Therefore, the tasks of
maintaining and updating complete statistics of Commission cases and becoming familiar
with the nature of the Commission's operations and structure required a large proportion
of the time and efforts of the Research Director.
One of the first tasks undertaken by the Research Director was to prepare monthly
statistical reports of all Commission cases. These statistics include the classification of
cases by basis of charge, jurisdiction and Investigating Commissioner. The increasing
number of cases handled each year by the Commission and its Research Department
strained the methods used for keeping all case information up-to-date. Consequently, new
methods, procedures and formats are being considered in order that the statistics of the
Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination cases can be most useful both to the
Commission and interested outside parties.
The Research Department answered many inquiries about the Commission, its
structure and its performance. The source of such inquiries were varied including high
school, college and law students, community organizations representing minority groups,
and federal agencies such as the Office of the General Council of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
An effort was made to survey the activities of other state agencies and private
organizations, both academic and otherwise, in order to determine the extent to which
these organizations deal with the same problems as the Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination and the extent to which cooperation with the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination might be mutually beneficial.
Contact was made with Dr. Leonard Fein of the Joint Center of Urban Studies of
Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who has served as
Chairman of the Research Advisory Council of the Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination since the council's establishment in 1965. Dr. Fein has been very helpful in
many respects. He suggested, as concerns the interests of the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination, that it would be more productive to contact individual members
of the Research Advisory Council in specific instances when their expertise is relevant
rather than to hold regular general meetings. The Research Department has chosen to
follow such a policy.
The spring months of 1968 saw the publication of the "Report of the National
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders" and the assassination of the Reverend Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. These two events unleashed a great deal of concern in the country and the
Commonwealth about racism, prejudice and discrimination.
One of the manifestafions of this concern was the proliferation, in many predominant-
ly White communities, of formal and informal organizations of citizens interested in what
they personally could do to help eliminate racial hostility and discrimination. With the
assistance of a volunteer from the work-study program of the Department of Government
at Simmons College, an index has been compiled of community human rights
organizations in the Commonwealth, including both organizations representing minority
groups and concerned organizations from other communities. It is felt that these
organizations have significant potential for affecting attitudes toward discimination, and
therefore, that it is in the interests of the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimina-
tion to establish contact with such groups so as to supplement the educational activities of
the Commission's formal councils. There are tentative plans for a newsletter which will be
distributed by the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination. This newsletter
would fulfill the need for an exchange of information .among interested community
organizations and provide a medium for communication and coordination between and
among these organizations and the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination.
In conjunction with the Director of Community Relafions, an informal survey was
conducted of several organizations representing the Boston Negro community. The
primary purpose of this survey was to determine the extent to which the Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination is satisfactorily serving the community. One point
emphasized was the desirability of a Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination
office in the Roxbury area. Such a proposal was presented to the Commission, and
preliminary steps have been taken towards establishing such an office in 1969. In an
attempt to make a larger proportion of minority group populations aware of the
Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination and of the laws of the Commonwealth
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concerning discrimination, the instructions for filing a complaint with the Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination have been simplified and have been printed in both
Spanish and English.
To supplement the information contained in the regular statistical reports, a map has
been prepared which shows the location and concentration of all open cases of the
Commission. The map indicated the number of cases in each township of the
Commonwealth and the type of alleged discrimination.
A newly revised compilation of the laws pertaining to the Commission and to
discrimination has been prepared. Also, together with the Legal Counsel of the
Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, procedures were developed regarding
the nature and extent of the information regarding Commission cases which can be
disclosed to interested private parties.
Plans are in progress for the establishment of a Research-Resource Bank Library at the
Commission. Requests for volunteer help have been made with the hbrary science
departments of local universities so that the files and holdings of the Research Department
can be properly catalogued and a modest hbrary purchasing program initiated.
CLOSED CASES
CUMULATIVE (November 10, 1946 - December 31, 1968)
Public Ac-
Employ- Private Public commo- Fair Educatioi
ment Housing Housing dations & Other
Final Order 58 24 4
After Investigation and
Conference (Conciliated) 3962 612 14 293 20 34
Lack of Probable Cause 1219 318 11 180 14 32
Lack of Jurisdiction 125 51 14 1 1
Withdrawn 117 29 1 11 2
Investigations Transferred
to Complaints 7 3 3
Total 5488 1037 26 505 37 67
COMPLAINTS OF ALLEGED DISCRIMINATION FILED 1968
TYPE AND JURISDICTION
Commission Commission Individual
Complaints Investigations Complaints Total
No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet.
Employment 526 51.1 54 5.2 216 21.0 796 77.3
Private Housing 8 .8 8 .8 153 14.9 169 16.5
Pubhc Housing .0 1 .1 2 .2 3 .3
Public Accommo-
dations 1 .1 12 1.2 48 4.7 61 6.0
Education
.0 1 .1 .0 1 .1
Total 535 52.0 76 7.4 419 40.8 1030 100%
Percentage rounded to nearest tenth
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SEX AND AGE DISCRIMINATION
Louise H. Ecken, Director
Under Massachusetts law, it is illegal to discriminate against a job applicant solely
because of his or her sex or because he or she may be between the ages of forty and
sixty-five to the same degree that it is illegal to discriminate against an individual because
of his race, color, religious creed, national origin or ancestry.
This Division, established in July 1967, with the appointment of a Director,
investigates and enforces that area of discrimination that is known familiarly as the age and
sex amendments to the Commonwealth's liberal anti-discrimination laws.
Although the original law (c 15 IB) was passed in 1946, it was not until 1950 that the
Commonwealth's statutes were amended (c 697) by prohibiting economic discriminatory
practices against an individual because of his age. At that time "age" was defined to
include persons between the ages of forty-five and sixty-five. The chapter permitted a
special exemption from the age provisions of the law for the "Commonwealth and all
political subdivisions, boards, departments and commissions thereof. This exemption was
later nullified by the passage of Chapter 627 of the Acts of 1962 thus effecting uniformity
in the laws relative to employment discrimination.
The protection of the laws prohibiting discrimination because of age was extended by
Chapter 405, Acts of 1966 to include persons between the ages of forty and sixty-five.
Although in many instances, surveys and/or investigations conducted by MCAD staff
members in companies covered by the law regarding the number of employees in the age
group between forty and sixty-five appeared to comprise a somewhat large percentage, the
employees were usually those with many years of service. On the other hand, the overall
pattern of initial hirees seldom included persons forty and older.
The Federal government recognized the plight of the older worker (40 to 65 years old)
when seeking employment by the passage of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
of 1967. This Act became effective on June 12, 1968. Responsibility for administering
and enforcing the Act rests with the Secretary of Labor.
On July 2, 1964, Congress passed the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title VII of the Act
"Equal Employment Opportunity" established the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC). in addition to prohibiting discrimination in employment because of
race, color, religion and national origin, discrimination because of a person's gender was
also outlawed.
The Commonwealth's statutes were subsequently amended to include employment
discrimination because of sex by the enactment of Chapter 397 of the Acts of 1965 which
law became effective on August 2, 1965.
The total case load of complaints based upon discimination because of sex has varied
from 6% in 1965 to nearly 50^c in 1968. The preponderance of these complaints stemmed
from the unlawful practice of indicating a preference based on sex in job opportunities
advertising, i.e. help-wanted advertising may not indicate a preference based on sex, either
directly or indirectly, unless a bona fide occupational qualification makes it lawful to do
so.
Conferences were held with representatives of newspapers responsible for classified
advertising in order that the newspapers would be cognizant of the type of advertising
prohibited by the law.
Employment agencies have been contacted and instructed regarding their responsibil-
ities under the age and sex amendments in that they are not permitted to fiU a job order
limiting the age or sex of an applicant unless the duties are based upon a bona fide
occupational qualification.
It is realized that instructing aU those affected by the laws of their rights and
responsibilities is of major importance.
This Division also recognizes that knowledge of the law in itself is not effective in
stamping out discrimination. There must also be conformance with the laws in policies and
practices.
This Division has the responsibility to seek this information as it pertains to equal
employment opportunity based on age and sex and offer remedies when required.
COMPLAINT fflSTORY
The Commission initiated action against the respondent as a result of a receipt of
twelve complaints filed with the E.E.O.C. in New York alleging discrimination by the
respondent in the upgrading policies *of the firm. The basic statement alleging
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Hmiiminatinn was that "^ViK been dfaaii iiinafed gainst because of my race at the
Frammgham Massachusetts Genoal Motois Assembly Plant at the Fisher Body Division
because the company has refused to upgrade me or any other Negro to the positioii of
foreman during the time of my employmoit and continuing to date'\
Histnr\--Re^D indent Firm
:
has been in the Framin^iam area for
e ^ the cOTipany went to work as
~ent Practices Commission. That
f!m Black poson^ the respoo-
cer: T t riainants in general, had no
: L ^ ::e^.~er.. re.; ? -e respondent company
: They fett that the iite fair and equitable.
T -? iint centered ' ere were presently
: f highly quat: : i for the re^>on-
: eir>. no Black ; : : r - the hourly ranks
-n.
. the South Middlesex branch of the N.A.A.CJ*, had attempted,
the upgradrng pc^cy of the respondent ccMupany. Meetings
~ Detroit in the main carpoiate offices but no action resulted,
operate with the NJLA.CP. and rrfosed to admit any
Hisron' of In\ estisation
It the Commission v
-. 3 Thursday, ar -
position of fc:
.^r.z^j. C:r.-..T..>.i::r. :=r:=-c:::^i. = 'zi'.-. lo the le^Mmdeni i^- ^.z. szLin
tion.
:ourse of the investigatiorL. the Field RepresentatiiFe for tiie Commisaon
eat detail the employee recwds of approximately 80 of the 100 Black
-
: lot the respondoits Fisher Body DivisicHi. fai addition a the:
ie of about 50% of the files of the White employees who hai
: er the past 4 years. There were appro3dniatdy 16 rrie e :
jomplainants with the CorrmusaorL These were day long ses-
- ~ present at these meetings were the Director of Emplo ~ e -
:
> CoqHHation: the Assistant Director of Personnel Se: z
r. z,. ! . ^nd the Direct« of Persormel for the Fisher Body Dhifio.-
am.
- :ent*s basic position was that no discrimination had heea practiced by their
imply mischance that no Blade employees had been upgraded. The Field
'frrTiined what characteristics and background the eirq>loyer nonnaJty
riing: a perscm for upgradir^ and these were reduced to some 10
.
- were taken into consideraticm. Some of the items included
-gs by foreman, reprimand record, the absCTce and tardy reccwrd
.ist«y of the enq>loyee^ evaluations by department h^ds and
results of a '''Chrissey Test" which tiie(netically evaluated a
. 1^. ? of an employee and in many instances a personal interview by a
< normal procedure was to promote a man to the position of "per
Temporary basis for varying pexiods of time. This done to determine
-1 potential for sopervisoiy work. The actual method fcflowed
-nake a reconmiendation to a department head that a particular
' m c^Kning should occur and then when such an qpoiing
requested that that particular individual be promoted. As a
he employee files, an examination of the personnd
nt firm and discussions with a large number of both
: ^.^ 7.^:^ 7:^r^^z~zr.: personnel, the Invest^ting Corrmnssioner ~i2de a
finding of probable cause following several informal conferences.
During the course of the investigation the Field Representative indicated those areas of
concern which made it apparent to the Commission that discrimination was taking place
with or without the support of management. It was apparent that as long as the final
decision on the question of upgrading was left in the hands of a department head or a
foreman, then those individuals would most consistently name individuals with whom
they were friendly and with whom they identified. The Commission's investigation
revealed a large number of quahfied Black employees who under normal circumstances
would have been promoted into the management category if discrimination was not being
practiced.
As a result of the conferences the respondent finally concurred and sent a letter to the
Commission indicating the agreement with the terms of conciliation which were outlined
in the file. The immediate result was the upgrading of some 5 Black employees
and the total change in the method of personnel selection. It was, in fact, this new up-
grading committee which was composed of the Director of Personnel, the Comptroller,
the Plant Manager, the Shift Manager and the Department Head of the involved depart-
ment sitting in an ex officio capacity.
In addition, the respondent's utilization of an open posting system which encouraged
all employees to bid for management positions whether or not any were available at that
point in time. This could be expected to build a large pool of men who would be available
for promotion when openings did occur. Any man interested in promotion would, prior to
an opening having occurred, have taken the "Chrissey Test", then subjected to an
interview and would be aware of those characteristics which management was seeking in a
Supervisor. A secondary result of this new system is that the Commission is able to
examine on a much more firm basis the comparative standards used by the Selection
Committee in upgrading certain individuals. There could be no excuse that they were not
aware of the abilities of a particular Black employee because that employee's credentials
would be included in the file. In addition a number of other steps were required of the
respondent all of which are listed in the close-out letter indicating the terms of
conciliation.
Synopsis
As a result of the Commission's intervention at the Framingham Plant an employer
with a total number of employees exceeding 1800, finally upgraded 4 to 5 Black
employees immediately and a system was devised to insure future compliance with the
non-discriminatory policy. In addition, plans were discussed for the implementation of a
program designed to hire and train and employ a large number of "hard core" employees.
This Affirmative Action program will be initiated and followed up in the future.
EMPLOYMENT
XXIII-2-C
On January 8, 1968, the Commission received an affidavit from an employee of an
electronics firm charging discrimination in employment based upon color. The affiant
charged that he had been dismissed from his job because of his color and not because of
"unlawful absence" as cited by the employer.
According to the employer, the complainant was discharged when he failed to adhere
to company policy of reporting his absence daily after missing three days of work
(December 6, 7, and 8, 1967) following an accident when he was burned by spilled
chemicals while on the job. This absence, and subsequent absences, prompted the dismissal
action.
The complainant alleged that his involuntary termination was prompted by the
employer to rid the company of Blacks and to counter his personal program to improve
relations between the employer and Black employees.
A conference was held by Investigating Commissioner Erna Ballantine on March 20,
1968 with the complainant, company representatives and an attorney for the respondent.
In the conference, it was noted that the "warning system" used by the company related to
disciphnary action was found to be unequal in cases involving the complainant and other
employees.
Mrs. Ballantine stated that her decision was that probable cause existed. At a
subsequent conference held on July 10, 1968, the respondent and complainant agreed to
the terms of conciliation set forth by the Investigating Commissioner.
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These terms included (1) restoration of all back pay for the periods in question. (2)
removal of all disciplinan actions from the complainant's record. ( 2a) pro\ide a letter of
reference and the promise to rehire the complainant in the future for the same position if
he should reapply and (3) implementation of an Affirmative .Action program.
EMPLOYMENT
NBII-40-.\
On November 27. 1967. the Commission received an affidavit from an employee of a
utility company alleging discrimination in emplo> ment based on age. The affiant stated
that he was 35 years of age and had tUled out a bid application for promotion to hneman
trainee. The company bid poster had an age Umitation of 28 years. In his affida\it he
stated. "I believe the sole reason the respondent refused to select me for training is
because I am over 28 years old".
The Commission filed a complaint on November 28. 1967 and an investigation was
conducted by the New Bedford Office. The affiant could not file a complaint as he was
not between the ages of 40 to 65.
The company maintained their policy regarding lineman trainees is that they cannot be
over 28 years of age. The reason for this was that any emplo\ee is elevated from
groundman to first class lineman and the period of time generally required in progression
was 42 months. Their position was that in view of the physical requirements,
qualifications needed in the performance of line work and the required training period it
was essential that an age restriction be imposed on employees who desired to become
linemen.
A conference was held by the Investigating Commissioner. Ben G. Shapiro, with
representatives of the company, the union, and their attorneys. The Commissioner stated
that his decision was that probable cause existed and that a man should be allowed to
enter the lineman school if: (1) He can pass the physical, and. (2) If he can meet all other
qualifications without regards to age.
The matter was conciliated with the company remoNing all its age restrictions and the
affiant allowed to enter the lineman school. This decision effected seven utility companies
throughout the state. The affiant entered and completed the school and is currently
employed as a linesman. The case was closed on November 12. 1968.
HOUSING
PrH X-46-C
On 8 July 1968 a complaint was filed by a Negro who alleged that he was denied his
right to rent an apartment because the owner vowed she would never rent to "niggers".
On 3 July 1968. in response to a newspaper advertisement, the complainant phoned the
listed number and made arrangements with the owner to inspect the apartment on the
same day.
Upon arriving at the address the complainant was met at the door by a woman herein-
after called the respondent whose voice he recognized as that of the person whom he
talked to on the telephone.
The respondent told the complainant that the woman he talked to was not at home.
The next day a White couple acting as "test married couple" made similar arrangements
with the respondent. They were inxited into the respondent's house and told that they
could have the apartment because some "niggers" were trying to rent the apartment and
she "will not rent to niggers".
NOTE: The wife of the complainant, like the respondent, is of Italian extraction.
On 18 July 1968 a conference was held.
During the proceedings it was necessan. for the Investigating Commissioner to warn the
respondent on several occasions regarding her use of the term "nigger".
.After hearing all pertinent evidence the Investigating Commissioner ruled that probable
cause did exist, and since the complainant, in procuring another apartment had incurred
additional expense the respondent was ordered to pay the complainant the sum of tifty
dollars and sign a statement of compliance indicating that she now understands the
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provision of Section VIII, Chapter 15 IB.
The respondent quickly accepted all terms as outlined:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
COMMISSION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
On Relation Of Findings of Fact
Conclusions of Law
and Order
VIRGINIA PERRY
53 Lebanon Street,
Springfield, Massachusetts
Complainant
Against
Complaint No. S V-IO-C
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
Monson State Hospital
Palmer, Massachusetts
Dr. Roger Osterheld,
Superintendent
This cause came on for hearing before Chairman Ema Ballantine and Commissioners
Ben G. Shapiro and Gilbert H. Caldwell, who, upon consideration of all of the evidence,
set forth their findings, conclusions and orders as follows:
1. Complainant, a resident of Springfield, Massachusetts, is a Negro. She was employed
by the Monson State Hospital as an attendant from February 1964 through April 1967
when she resigned from said Hospital to further her education as a barber which she did by
attending barber school for a period of six mqnths thereafter.
2. Complainant, in September 1967, reapplied for a position as a barber at the Monson
State Hospital and was hired as a barber by the said Hospital in October 1967 at which
time she began a six month probationary period on said position.
3. Complainant worked as a barber at the said Hospital from October 1967 until the
termination of her employment by the Respondent on March 2, 1968. While so employed,
the Complainant performed the barbering function covering three separate buildings at the
Hospital, the Hodskins Building, the Buckley Building, and the Infirmary for Women,
cutting the hak of patients of both sexes and varying ages and conditions. Complainant
did not receive the aid of a helper on a regular basis although her position customarily
received one and although she asked the Respondent for same. A male barber at the
Hospital who is White did receive a helper on a more regular basis.
4. On March 2, 1968, the Complainant was requested by Mrs. Mullen, Assistant
Director of Nurses at the Hospital, and Dr. Roger Osterheld, Superintendent, to resign
from her position of barber at the Hospital because of alleged absenteeism. When the
Complainant refused to so resign, the Respondent terminated her employment allegedly
for the reason of absenteeism.
5. Official records of the Respondent Hospital show that during the period of the
Complainant's six month probation from October 1967 through March 2, 1968 she was
absent nine days. The causes for said absences were personal illness, illness of her daughter,
snowstorms and inclement weather, the attendance of the Complainant at a divorce court
proceeding, and the Thanksgiving and Christmas Holidays.
6. A number of White female employees of the Respondent who had been asked to
resign because of absenteeism before the completion of their six month probationary
period and others who had not been asked to resign but who were still employed at the
Respondent Hospital at the time of the Complainant's termination on March 2, 1968, had
absenteeism records as serious or more serious than the Complainant and in the case of
Sylvia Samek and Elizabeth S. Lamica who had both so resigned, they were given the
opportunity to return to the employ of the Respondent Hospital and were actually rehired
Respondent
Findings ofFact
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by the Hospital shortly after they tendered their resignations in compliance with the
request of the Hospital Officials. However, the Complainant was not gi\en such an
opportunity nor was she encouraged to reapply by the Respondent, although this is the
admitted practice of the Respondent.
7. During the six month probationar>- period of the Complainant beginning October
1967. the Complainant received on January 10. 1968 and February 19. 1968 two official
evaluations which described her work as "Sarisfactory". Both evaluations were shown to
the Complainant who signed them to indicate her knowledge of them.
The following conclusions are set forth:
(1) The parties hereto are proper parties within the meaning of General Laws. Chapter
15 IB, Section 5.
(2) The Respondent, discriminated against the Complainant on account of the
Complainant's race and color in violation of General Laws. Chapter 15 IB. Section 4 and
therefore terminated the Complainant's employment and refused to take the Complainant
back in its employment.
(3) The orders herein made will effectuate the purposes of General Laws, Chapter 15 IB.
On the basis of the foregoing, and pursuant to General Laws. Chapter 151 B. Sections 4
and 5. it is hereby ordered, by the Massachusetts Commission Against Discriniination. that
the Respondent, its agents and ser\ants.
1. Henceforth and in the future cease and desist and refrain from making any
distinction, discrimination or restriction on account of race and color in the hiring,
discharging from employment, and in the terms, conditions or pri\ileges of employment of
personnel at the Monson State Hospital, as weU as in the rehiring of said personnel.
2. Forthwith hire the Complainant as a barber at the Monson State Hospital.
3. Forthwith pay to the Complainant as back pay damages the amount of S89.05 for
each week since the Complainant's termination by the Respondent on March 2. 1968. said
amount which represents the regular weekly pay of the Complainant at the time of her
termination, to be paid for each and every week since said termination date until the
Complainant is hired as set forth herein in order number 2.
Dated at Boston this 31st day of July, 1968.
ERNA BALL.ANTINE
Commissioner
BEN G. SHAPIRO
Commissioner
GILBERT H. CALD\\"ELL
Commissioner
THE COMMONWTALTH OF MASS.ACHUSETTS
COMMISSION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
On Relation Of
CLARA E. CORRIN
5 B Fifth Avenue
Westover Field .Air Force Base.
Chicopee Falls. Massachusetts
Complainant
Asainst
LA^\^lENCE JACKMAN,
RICHARD ZORN.
MYRON MENDEL.
Co-Partners.
DBA Regency Park Associates
Meadow Street.
Agawam, Massachusetts.
Respondents
Findings of Fact
Conclusions of Law
and Order
Complaint No. SPrH IV-21-C
This cause came on for hearing before Chairman Malcolm C. Webber and Commissioner
Erna BaUantine. who. upon consideration of all of the e\idence, set forth their findings,
conclusions and orders as foUows:
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Findings ofFact
1. Complainant, a resident of the City of Chicopee, Massachusetts, is a Negro. She is
married to a U.S. Air Force Captain and the mother of a nine year old son. She is
employed as a Teacher in the Headstart Program in Springfield, Massachusetts.
2. On or about August 14, 1967 the Complainant with her husband visited the
Regency Park Apartments in Agawam, Massachusetts, in search of an apartment.
3. Complainant was initially met at the Regency Park Apartments by Mr. Harold M.
Gaffney, Jr., a resident agent and met later on during the day of August 14, 1967 with one
of the owners of the said Apartment, Mr. Myron Mendel with whom a rental of an
apartment was discussed. Complainant expressed her desire to rent an apartment at the
Regency Park Apartments from Mr. Mendel.
4. Complainant was informed by the said Myron Mendel on August 14, 1967 that the
owners of the Apartments had a poUcy of not renting to military personnel and their
families and so would not rent an apartment to Complainant.
5. Complainant had an argument with the said Myron Mendel concerning the said
military poUcy of the owners and accused Mendel of not being honest nor a man of
integrity in regard to said pohcy. Words of anger were exchanged between the
Complainant and the said Myron Mendel with Mendel refusing to rent an apartment to the
Complainant.
The following conclusions are set forth:
(1) The parties hereto are proper parties within the meaning of General Laws, Chapter
15 IB, Section 5.
(2) The Respondents did not discriminate against the Complainant on account of the
Complainant's race and color in violation of General Laws, Chapter 15 IB, Section 4. The
policy of the Respondents of not renting to military personnel and their families together
with the argument which took place between the Complainant and Myron Mendel were
the cause of the Respondents' refusal to rent an apartment to the Complainant.
(3) The orders herein made will effectuate the purposes of General Laws, Chapter
151B.
On the basis of the foregoing, and pursuant to General Laws, Chapter 15 IB, Sections 4
and 5, it is hereby ordered by the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination,
1. The said Complaint against the Respondents be dismissed.
2. The injunction presently in effect restraining the Respondents, their agents,
employees, and servants from renting to anyone but the Complainant the housing
accommodations in question be dismissed in accordance with the law and that this be
done forthwith.
Dated at Boston this 24th day of July, 1968.
ERNA BALLANTINE
Commissioner
MALCOLM WEBBER
Commissioner
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
COMMISSION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
On Relation Of:
LESLIE M. ROBINSON
Complainant
Against
NORMAN J. GAMACHE
and ROLANDE GAMACHE
95 Clinton Street
Fitchburg, Massachusetts
Respondents
Upon all the evidence at the hearing herein the Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination, by Ben G. Shapiro, Presiding Hearing Commissioner and Hearing
Commissioners John F. Albano and Erna BaUantine, finds that the respondents, Norman J.
and Rolande Gamache, owners of record of 61 Clinton Street, Fitchburg, Massachusetts,
have engaged in an unlawful practice as defined in Chapter 15 IB, Section 4, Paragraph 7
of the Massachusetts General Laws and states its findings as follows:
Findings of Fact
Conclusions of Law
and Order
Complaint No.
PrHIX-21-C
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Findings ofFact
1. The complainant, Leslie M, Robinson, resides at 193 Hazel Street, Fitchburg,
Massachusetts. She is married and the mother of three children. Mrs. Robinson who is
employed with a local concern and earns an average of fourteen dollars a day, is a member
of the Negro race. This latter fact was known by the respondents Norman J. and Rolande
Gamache, owners of record of the premises located at 61 Clinton Street, Fitchburg,
Massachusetts.
2. On or about April 1, 1967, Mrs. Robinson had occasion to see a notice in the
Fitchburg Sentinel, advertising a five-room, first floor apartment at $85 per month. Mrs.
Robinson then dialed the phone number listed at about 11:30 A.M. of the same day and
spoke with Mrs. Gamache. The latter indicated that the apartment was still available and
an appointment time of 11:45 A.M. was arranged. The complainant was unable to keep
the appointment and telephoned Mrs. Gamache once again. An alternative time was then
arranged for 12:45 P.M. and the complainant was told to come to the Gamache residence
at 95 Clinton Street where Mrs. Gamache would meet her and take her to the vacant unit
next door.
3. The complainant later went to 95 Clinton Street where she met Mrs. Gamache. The
two then went next door to view the unit. Some additional interior work was being done
at the time but the complainant was told this would not involve any cost to the tenant. No
mention was made to the complainant of the right to use the basement area nor was there
any comment concerning parking privileges.
4. The complainant indicated she was satisfied with the apartment and would like to
leave a deposit. Mrs. Gamache, however, stated she would prefer to discuss the matter with
her husband. They then returned to the respondents' home. There Mrs. Gamache served
coffee to the complainant and in this setting told the complainant in substance that her
other tenants would disapprove of her leasing to "dark people" and would move out if she
did. Mrs. Gamache then declined to rent the apartment to the complainant saying it was
up to her husband to ultimately decide and promising to call the complainant later that
day.
5. Around 6:00 P.M. of that same day, Mrs. Gamache called and after identifying
herself to the complainant stated that she had talked the matter over with her husband
and her tenants. She further noted that her tenants had threatened to move out if she
rented to colored people and that as a result they were not making the unit available to
the complainant.
6. Mrs. Maureen Pasik of 1 Durkee Road, Acton, Massachusetts, Ukeudse contacted
Mrs. Gamache on April 1, 1967. Mrs. Pasik stated she had three children and a
mother-in-law and was told by Mrs. Gamache that this number was acceptable. An
appointment was set for 2:00 P.M. that afternoon. After meeting Mrs. Gamache at her
house they went next door to the vacant apartment. Again Mrs. Gamache told the
prospective tenant that the repairs were being done at no additional expense to the future
occupant. However, she did inform Mrs. Pasik that the basement area was for the exclusive
use of the new first floor tenant and that a driveway parking area was available all at no
additional charge. Later that same day and at or about 6:10 P.M. Mrs. Pasik called the
Gamache residence and talked with Mr. Gamache. Following this conversation Mrs. Pasik
went to the home of the respondents at approximately 6:30 P.M. After some discussion
with the respondents concerning the final approval of the unit by Mrs. Pasik's husband the
respondents accepted a twenty dollar deposit from Mrs. Pasik.
7. The complainant was refused the housing accommodations in question for the sole
reason that she was Negro.
8. Following the refusal of the respondent to rent the unit in question to the
complainant, the latter spent considerable time traveling in the Fitchburg area seeking
alternative accommodations. In addition to the expense occurred as a consequence of this
effort to locate other accommodations the complainant has also incurred further expenses
in the form of phone calls, lost wages, and the difference between what she has continued
to pay for her present unit, eighty-eight dollars per month, and the rental for the Gamache
apartment, eighty-five dollars per month. Complainant should be compensated for these
expenditures. The confrontation between the complainant and the respondent in the
respondent's home amounted to a direct insult and constituted a thoughtless, reckless
disregard for the complainant's feelings and her rights. The complainant experienced
emotional harm as a result of the respondent's refusal to rent to her because of her race.
The complainant should be compensated for this emotional harm.
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Conclusion ofLaw
1. The apartment in question in this proceeding located at 61 Clinton Street,
Fitchburg, Massachusetts, comes witliin the definition of "other covered housing
accommodations" within the meaning of Chapter 15 IB, Section 1, Paragraph 13, of the
Massachusetts General Laws.
2. The course of conduct, statements and dealings of the respondents, Norman J. and
Rolande Gamache, with respect to the complainant, Leslie M. Robinson were such as to
amount to a refusal to negotiate with her in good faith for the renting of said apartment
because of the complainant's race or color, and were an unlawful practice within the
meaning of General Laws, Chapter 15 IB, Section 4.
Order
Upon the basis of the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law and persuant
to Section 5, Chapter 15 IB of the General Laws of Massachusetts, it is hereby
ORDERED, by the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination:
1. That the respondents, Norman J. and Rolande Gamache, their agents, servants,
employees, assignees and successors shall:
a) Cease and desist from denying to and withholding from the said Leslie M. Robinson
the said housing accommodations located at 61 Clinton Street, Fitchburg,
Massachusetts.
b) Offer forthwith to the complainant, Leslie M. Robinson the said housing
accommodations located at 61 Clinton Street, Fitchburg, Massachusetts.
c) If the said Leslie M. Robinson no longer desires to rent the aforementioned housing
accommodations, cease and desist from denying any other prospective tenant, on
the basis of race, creed, color, national origin or national ancestry, the opportunity
to rent or lease or negotiate for the rent or lease at such time or times as the said
housing accommodations may again hereafter be directly or through an agent made
generally available to the public for lease or rental, by any means of public offering.
d) Tender forthwith to the complainant, Leslie M. Robinson, the sum of $150 as
damages for lost wages, travel, telephone, difference in rent and mental suffering.
2. Notify the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination at its offices at 41
Tremont Street, Boston, 02108, within 30 days after service of this Order as to steps
respondents, Norman J. Gamache and Rolande Gamache, have taken to comply with such
order.
BEN G. SHAPIRO
Presiding Hearing Commissioner
JOHN F. ALBANO
Hearing Commissioner
ERNA BALLANTINE
Hearing Commissioner
Dated 12 January 1968 Boston, County of Suffolk.
PUBLIC HOUSING SURVEY STATISTICS
One of the areas over which the Commission has jurisdiction is that pertaining to
pubhc housing accommodations. To determine compliance with the Law the Commission
reviews annually the tenant selection procedures for each of the thirty-one public
housing authorities throughout the Commonwealth, and in this way exercises the
maximum measures to insure equal opportunity for public housing for every citizen
regardless of race, color, creed or religion.
Part of the review entails a census of the non-White famihes in occupancy in the
developments under the control of the housing authorities throughout the Common-
wealth.
This year's statistics, reproduced hereinafter, cite the number of non-White families in
occupancy as of December 31, 1968.
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BOSTON HOUSING AUTHORITY
#0/ #0/
STATE PROGRAM ^ of Units non-Whites Spanish
Speaking
Broadway 968 47 44
Camden Street 72 71
Commonwealth 648 61 3
Faneuil 258 29
Fairmount 202 10
Archdale 287 68
Orient Heights 352 49 4
GaUivan Boulevard 251 33
FrankUn Field 503 157 13
South Street 132 26
TOTAL 3,673 551 64
FEDERAL PROGRAM
Charlestown 1,147 21
Mission Hill 1,020 290 20
Lenox Street 305 302
Orchard Park 770 641 5
South End 507 302 43
Heath Street 402 259 3
East Boston 413 51
Frankhn Hill Avenue 375 115 5
Whittier Street 200 194
Washington & Beach Street 274 48 1
Mission HUl Extension 585 521 6
Bromley Park 1,454 468 12
Columbia Point 725 487 41
Mary E. McCormak 1,016 31 1
Old Colony 873 18 5
TOTAL 10,066 3,748 142
ELDERLY
Bickford Street 64 7 1
Jamaica Pond 44 3
Annapolis 56 6
Ashmont 54 2
Elm Hill 86 25
Franklin Field Ext. 160 15
WiUiam Foley 96 2
Washington 82 8
Chestnut Hill 64 11
West Ninth 84 1
Eva White 102 35 10
TOTAL 892 100 26
ARLINGTON HOUSING AUTHORITY
if of
CT * TIT DD r\/^ D \ \ f W of i'niis non- White Spanish
Speaking
Menotomy Manor 176
Drake Viliage (Elderly) 72
Chestnut Manor 100
TOTAL 348
BARNSTABLE HOUSING AUTHORm"
i of Units
^ of
STATE PROGRAM non-White Spanish
Speaking
General Patton 14 4
CAMBRIDGE HOUSING AUTHORITY'
- of ffof
STATE PROGR-AM rf of Units non-White Spanish
speaking
\Voodrow \\"ilson Court 69 4
Jefferson Park 109 14
Lincoln Way 60 9
Roosevelt Towers 228 30 1
Jackson Gardens 46 1
Jefferson Park Extension 200 35
TOTAL "12 93 1
FEDER.AL PROGR-AM
Washington Elms 324 68 5
General Putnam Gardens 123 49 1
NewtowTie Coun 294 45
John Corcoran Park 152 5
John F. Kennedy Apartments (Tlderly.) 88 4
TOTAL 981 171 6
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BROCKTON HOUSING AUTHORITY
#0/ #0/
STATE PROGRAM of Units non-Whites Spanish
Speaking
Richmond Street 1 24 15
Clifford Ave./North Main 50 3
TOTAL 174 18
FEDERAL PROGRAM
HiU Street 100 26
Crescent Street 124 63
TOTAL 224 89
HOUSING FOR ELDERLY
Golden Circle 46 2
Rochelle & Hawley Streets 64 1
Kennedy Drive 1 20
Belair &. Eaile Streets 100
Goddard Street 100 3
TOTAL 430
BROOKLINE
STATE PROGRAM
High Street
Egmont Street
TOTAL
FEDERAL PROGRAM
Wahiut Street
HOUSING FOR ELDERLY
Col. Floyd Memorial
Walnut Street
Sussman House
TOTAL
HOUSING AUTHORITY
#0/ #0/
^ of Units non-Whites Spanish
Speaking
111 1
114 1
291 11
72
60
28 1
100
188 1
CHELSEA HOUSING AUTHORITY
/o/ #0/
^ of Units non-White Spanish
Speaking
STATE PROGRAM 294
FEDERAL PROGRAM 220 5
HOUSING FOR ELDERLY 56
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CHICOPEE HOUSING AUTHORITY
Hof jiof
STATE PROGRAM ^ of Units non-White Spanish
Speaking
Leo Senecal 226 1
Governor Robinson (Elderly) 302
TOTAL 528 1
FEDERAL PROGRAM
Cabor Manor (Elderly) 139
Memorial Apartments 157 19
TOTAL 296 19
CLINTON HOUSING AUTHORITY
^ of Units non-Whites Spanish
Speaking
STATE PROGRAM 34 1
FEDERAL PROGRAM 100 7 5
HOUSING FOR ELDERLY 80
EVERETT HOUSING AUTHORITY
STATE PROGRAM
Corbett Hill
Winthrop Road
Cherry Street NO REPORT PROVIDED
Golden Age Circle (Elderly)
Procto-Road (Elderly)
FITCHBURG HOUSING AUTHORITY
ifof jjof
STATE PROGRAM 4 of Units non-White Spanish
Speaking
Water Street 160 1
HOUSING FOR ELDERLY 104
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FRAMINGHAM HOUSING AUTHORITY
S nf V OJ
3 1 A 111 rK^JOKAJVl S nf Thiit^Tf Uj urtiti rlUft tr rtllc
Speaking
Loncoru btreet 1 1 n1 lU I U
St. Lx) Road 75
Arsenal Road 80 1
Oran Road 25 1
Everett Avenue 40
TOT A T A nu
FEDERAL PROGRAM
Beaver Street 125 3
HOLYOKE HOUSING AUTHORITY
STATE PROGRAM ^ of Units non-White Spanish
Speaking
Beaudoin ViUage 219 38 1
Minnie R. Dwight ViUage 42
Edwin A. Seibel Apartments 40
TOTAL 301 38 1
FEDERAL PROGRAM
Jackson Parkway 219 12 6
Lyman Terrace 167 20 5
Henry Toepfert Apartments 98 63 8
TOTAL 484 95 19
HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY
John J. Zeilinsky Apartments 64
P.A. CoughUn Apartments 55
Beaudr> Boucher Apartments 34 1
Van Guard 59
Leased Housing 178 14 19
TOTAL 390 14 20
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LAWRENCE HOUSING AUTHORITY
#0/ #0/
STATE PROGRAM ^ of Units non-White Spanish
Speaking
Stadium Courts 256 2
Hancock Courts 195 13 65
TOTAL 451 ~Ts ~65
FEDERAL PROGRAM
Merrimack Courts 292 6 4
Beacon Courts 208 9 1
TOTAL 500 15 5
HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY
Rev. James O'Reilly 83
Rev. C. Bertrand Power 24
Msgr. Edmond D. Daly 30
Salem & Blanchard Streets 160
Union Street 76
TOTAL "373 ~0~
~0~
LOWELL HOUSING AUTHORITY
#0/ #0/
STATE PROGRAM ^ of Units non-White Spanish
Speaking
Gorham Street 292 35
HOUSING FOR ELDERLY 203
FEDERAL PROGR.AM
North Common Village 536
Chelmsford Street " 166
Bishop Markham Village 372 23 11
TOTAL 1,074 23 11
LYNN HOUSING AUTHORITY
#0/ #0/
STATE PROGR-AJNI ^ of Units non-White Spanish
Speaki?ig
524 94 10
FEDERAL PROGRAM 225 49 5
HOUSING FOR ELDERLY
State 212 2
Federal 176 11
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MALDEN HOUSING AUTHORITY
/o/ #0/
STATE PROGRAM ^ of Units non-White Spanish
Speaking
385 13 1
Federal Program 350 30 4
MEDFORD HOUSING AUTHORITY
STATE PROGRAM H of Units non-Whites Spanish
Speaking
Riverside Avenue 150 6
Walking Court (Elderly) 144
TOTAL 294 6
FEDERAL PROGRAM
Willis Avenue 150 3
NEW BEDFORD HOUSING AUTHORITY
#0/ #0/
STATE PROGRAM ^ of Units non-White Spanish
Speaking
Parkdale 100 3 2
Blue Meadows 150 10
Nashmont 80 2
Crestview-Westwood (Elderly) 75 1
TOTAL 405 16 2
FEDERAL PROGRAM
Bay Village 200 181
Presidential Heights 200 5
Brickenwood 300 13
Westlawn 200 82 1
Leased Housing 125 21 16
TOTAL 1,025 302 17
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prrrsFiELD housing authority
iof 4of
STATE PROGRAM iofUrua non-White Spanish
Speaking
Wilson Pmik 126 1
Fcands Pbza (Eldeity) 40 1
Wahconah Heights (Ekleriy) 68 1
TOTAL 234 3
FEDERAL PROGRAM aeased Housing)
55 19
PLYMOUTH HOUSING AUTHORIPi'
STATE PROGR-AM = I j non-White Spanish
Speaking
Otmstead Terrace 40 10
and Standish Court
Casde HiQ (EJdedy
)
SO 2
Soathfidd (Eldoly) 60
TOTAL 150 1?
R£\ hRE HOUSING AUTHORm'
S 1 ATE PROG R-A^vl # of Lnin non- White Spanish
Speaking
Gold Star Moiheis Memorial 286
Proctor Avenue (Tldedy) 20
Garfield and Eliot (Eld^y) 46
Ckutunan Avenue (Eld^y) 16
Adams Court (Eldkiy) 60
_0. _0
TOTAL 428
FEDER.AL PROGRAM!
Rose Street (20 Units) 100
Cookdge Street ( 30 Units) 50
TOTAL 150
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SONCERMLLE HOUSING AUTHORI'H
4of 4of
STATE PROGR-\-M § of Units non-White Spanish
Speaking
Mystic River/CLiiendon Iffll 456
HOUSING FOR ELDERLY 306 3
FEDER-\L PROGR-\M 216 3
SPRINGFIELD
STATE PROGR-AM
Reed Village
RobinsoD Goidois
DuganPtnk
Caipe Diem (Elderiy)
Hany P. Hoem (Ekioly)
Forest Park Manor (Elderiy)
Otdiaid Manor (Eldedy)
TOTAL
FEDER-\L PROGRAM
Rheniew
RivoYiew (Eldeiiy)
Twin Toveis (Eldedy)
TOTAL
;SL\G AUTHORITY"
=f of
i of Units K o - f Spcnish
200 120 ~
136 23 1
196 28
75
32
116 2
40
795 173 1
348 160 99
40 6
200 13
588 179 99
TAL'XTON HOUSING AlTHORin"
^o/ /o/
STATE PROGR.AM 4 of Units r.o^.-Whnes Spanish
Speaking
Rivoside Apaitments 98 14 9
Hi^iiand Heights 40 6 1
TOTAL 138 20 10
FEDERAL PRCXiR-AM
Faii£u Gardens 100 29 13
Ifilkiest Terrace (Eldedy) 24
Odaivak Homes (EMei^) 60
TOTAL 184 29 13
ELDERLY PROGR-ANI n o
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WATERTO\W HOUSING AUTHORITY
STATE PROGRAM of Units
West End
East End
Waverly Avenue (Elderly)
TOTAL
168
60
40
268
non- White Spanish
Speaking
STATE PROGRAM
WEYMOUTH HOUSING AUTHORITY
Hof
4 of Units non- Whites
Memorial Drive
Joseph Crehan (Elderiy)
Harrington Circle (Elderly)
TOTAL
208
80
76
364
Spanish
Speaking
1
1
STATEPROGRAM
Edward Street
Viking Garden (Elderly)
TOTAL
WINTHROP HOUSING AUTHORITY'
^of
# of Units non- White
73
30
103
Hof
Spanish
Speaking
STATE PROGRAM
Creston/Webster/Liberty Aves
HOUSING FOR ELDERLY
\\ OBURN HOUSING AUTHORITY
Hof
# of Units non-White
176
94
Spanish
Speaking
FEDERAL PROGRAM
Spring Court 100
40
WORCESTER HOUSING AUTHORITY
#0/ #0/
STATE PROGRAM ^ of Units non-White Spanish
Speaking
Curtis Apartments 390 10 1
Lakeside Apartments 204
George F. Booth Memorial
Apartments (Elderly) 75
TOTAL 669 10 1
FEDERAL PROGRAM
Great Brook Valley 600 47 4
Addison Streets (Elderly) 50 1
Mayside Lane (Elderly) 50
Mill Pond Lane (Elderly) 50
Wellington (Elderly) 104 1
Mill Pond Annex 24
Lincoln Park Towers 199 5
Lease Subsidy 133 20 2
TOTAL 1,210 74
WALTHAM HOUSING AUTHORITY
#0/ #0/
STATE PROGRAM ^ of Units non-White Spanish
Speaking
276 10
HOUSING FOR ELDERLY 205
FEDERAL PROGRAM
87
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COUNCILS
Purpose
The eight regional and ad\isor\ councils, organized by the Commission and composed
of representative citizens, have as their main objective to aid in effectuating the purpose
for which the Commission was established. They study the problems of discrimination in
all fields of human relationships and specific instances of discrimination because of race,
color, religious creed, national origin, sex, age or ancestry. They foster, through
community effort, good will and cooperation among the various groups of the population
of the Commonwealth. They make recommendations to the Commission for the
development of educational programs. They assist the Commission in the performance of
its duties and functions in every possible manner.
Accomplishments
These regional and ad\isor>' councils made important contributions to the Commission
in its administration of the laws against discrimination during 1968. More frequent
meetings were held except in two notable instances. The councils made available
consultants, who ad\ised and aided aggrieved persons to prepare and file complaints. They
aided in the planning and promotion of housing meetings aimed at improving relationships
between the real estate brokers and general public. A large number of members were
speakers, panelists and consultants at meetings and conferences. They provide valuable
advice to the Commission of the conditions and needs in local communities. Some gave
important assistance and representation to the Commission in supporting the Commis-
sion's legislative program and exercising efforts to obtain an increased appropriation for
the Commission.
CO>t\nSSION ADVISORY AND REGIONAL COUNCILS - 1968
The following list contains the names of all persons who were members of a council at
anytime during 1968:
State Ad\isory Council
John J. Desmond. Jr.. CH.AJR-MAN. Draper-Sears & Co.. Inc.
Qarence Q. Berger. Dean of Universit>" Planning and Development. Brandeis University
Rabbi Roland B. Gittelsohn. Temple Israel of Boston
Owen B. Kiernan. Commissioner of Education, Massachusetts Department of Educa-
tion
Henr>' M. Leen. Esq.. Roche and Leen. Attorneys at Law
Mildred H. Mahoney. former Chairman. Commission Against Discrimination, 1946-64
Henr>' Morgan
Paul Parks, Partner. Associated .Architect and Engineer
Dr. Charles A. Pinderhughes. Psychiatrist, Boston Veterans Administration Hospital
Rt. Rev. Anson Phelps Stokes. Jr., Bishop. Protestant Episcopal Diocese of
Massachusetts
Benjamin A. Trustman. Esq.. Partner. Xutter, McGlennen
Boston and Suburban Council
Robert H. Segal. CH-AJRMAN, Executive Director, Jewish Communit\- Council
Winnie Aronson. Mass. Federation Fair Housing & Equal Rights
Juhus Bernstein. Jewish Labor Committee
Edward B. Blackman. Commissions on Housing and Education
Melnea Cass. Member, Executive Board. Boston Branch NAACP
Frederic C. Church. Chairman. Boit, Dalton & Church. Inc.
.Ann Pettet. Commission on Church & Race of the Mass. Council of Churches
Hugh L. Connor. Director of .Apprenticeship, Division of .Apprentice Training
Harold R. Dann. New England Telephone Company
Marchant W. Eldridge, New England Mutual Insurance
Bertram A. Druker. John Druker & Son. Managing .Agents
EUen Feingold. .Americans for Democratic .Action
Daniel J. Finn, Commissioner. Housing Inspection Dept., City of Boston
Thomas B. Francis, Committee for Civic Unity, Executi%e Secretary
Maurice E. Frye, Jr.. Representative, Vice President. Boston Real Estate Board
Margin E. Gilmore. Jr., Realtor
Robert L. Gustafson. Citizens' Housing and Planning .Association
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Andrew Hickey, Executive Vice President, Greater Boston Real Estate Board
Jacob M. Jealow, Executive Director, New England Region, American Jewish Congress
Sol Kolack, Executive Director, Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
John W. Kunhardt, Vice President, Hunneman & Co., Inc.
Jerry Levin, Regent Homes, Inc.
Rev. Thomas E. MacLeod, St. Joseph's Church, Roxbury
Luther Knight Macnair, Executive Secretary, Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts
Robert D. McPeck, Executive Secretary, Home Builders Association of Massachusetts
Robert E. McKay, Executive Director, Citizens Housing and Planning Association
Edward C. Mendler, Jr., Member, Board of Trustees of Fair Housing, Inc.
Malcolm E. Peabody, Jr., Executive Director, Interfaith Housing Corp.
Philip Perlmutter, Regional Director, American Jewish Committee
Robert A. Pihlcrantz, C.W. Whittier & Bro.; Greater Boston Real Estate Board
Myron C. Roberts, Roberts Bros., Realtors
L. Robert Rolde, President & Treasurer, R. & S Construction Co.
Saddle R. Sacks, Director, Fair Housing, Inc.
Albert M. Sacks, Professor, Harvard Law School
George Samansky, American Jewish Congress
Walter Smart, Boston Redevelopment Authority
Rev. Paul P. Rynne, Commission on Human Rights, Archdiocese of Boston
William J. White, White-Bison «& Co., Inc.
Byron Rushing, Massachusetts Council of Churches
Berkshire Council
Jay C. Rosenfeld, CHAIRMAN, Berkshire "Eagle"
Doris Bardon. High Point Galleries, Lenox
Lincoln S. Cain, Partner, Cain, Hibbard & Myers, Attorneys
Rev. Joseph P. Cashin, Director, Catholic Youth Center.
Dennis J. Duffin, Past President, Massachusetts Jaycees
John V. Geary, Executive Director, Berkshire Hills Conference, Inc.
David L. Gunn, Berkshire County Branch, NAACP
Donald N. Lathrop, Physics Instructor, Berkshire Community CoUege
Hon. Samuel E. Levine, Justice, District Court of Williamstown
Emil Metropole, Realtor
Feland A. Nevers, D.D.S.
William Nolan, Vice President & Secretary, Sprague Electric Company
Arthur B. Phinney, Chairman, Dept. of Engineering and Technology, Berkshire
Community College
Hon. Paul A. Tamburello, President, Massachusetts Bar Association, U.S. Commissioner
Samuel Sass
Frank T. Walker, NAACP
Lafayette U. Walker, Legal Representative, NAACP
David N. Keeney, Sales Consultant, A.H. Rice Co.
Cape Cod Council
Harold H. Williams, CHAIRMAN
Judith M. Barnet, Cape Cod Community College
Col. Herbert A. Barrow (Ret), Real Estate Broker
Hon. James J. Bento, Judge, Fourth District Court of Plymouth
Harvard H. Broadbent, Superintendent of Schools, Town of Barnstable
Bradford E. Brown
Anthony Casella, Chairman, Yarmouth School Committee
Moncrieff M. Cochran, Sea Pines School
Charles A. Coyle, Massachusetts Hotel-Motel Association
Norman H. Cook, Executive Secretary, Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce
Eugenia Fortes, NAACP
Roma M. Freeman, Physical & Health Education Instructor
Arthur C. Goode, Vice President, Retail Trade Board
Jack Gravier, President, Jack's TV of Cape Cod, Inc.
Harold L. Hayes, Jr., Attorney
John T. Hough, Publisher, The Falmouth Enterprise
Mrs. John T. Hough
Joseph Indio, Nantucket Town Crier
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Charles W. Jacoby, Director, Cape Cod Board of Realtors
Senator Allan Jones
James H. Kennedy, Manager, Division of Employment Security
John C. Linehan, Principal, Barnstable Junior High School
Thomas F. McKeon
Harry S. Merson, Superintendent, Falmouth Public Schools
Mrs. Harry S. Merson
Ben Morton, Secretary, Chamber of Commerce
Norman Nunes, Supervisor, Hood Milk Company
Lillian Olsen
AmeUa Pena, League of Women Voters
John Pena, Commissioner, Falmouth D.P.W.
Howard Penn, former President, Cape Cod Jaycees
Elvira Perry
Thomas Roderick
John J. Rosario, Engineer
Rev. Carl Fearing Schultz, D.D., Minister Federated Church of Hyannis
Frank Simmons, Sr., Builder
Mrs. Lewis Paul Todd, Truro
Helen Webster, Realtor
Rabbi Ronald Weiss, Cape Cod Synagogue
New Bedford Council
Joaquim Custodio, CHAIRMAN
Lloyd B. Miller
Rev. John Linden Aalfa, United Presbyterian Church
Mrs. Valentina Almeida, Family Relocation Officer, New Bedford Redevelopment
Authority
Mrs. Mary Andrade, Assistant Chief Technician, St. Luke's Hospital
Mrs. Howard Baptista
Hon. Samuel Bamet, Special Justice, Third District Court
Henry A. Bartkiewicz, Attorney
Otis T. Branch
Rosalind Poll Brooker, Attorney
James M. Buckley, Director, Adult Education, New Bedford School Dept.
Mrs. Mabel E. Burrows
George E. Carignan, International Representative, Textile Workers Union of America,
AFL-CIO
Earle M. Carter, Sr.
Mrs. Erma E. DeBoer, Director, New Bedford YWCA
Edward J. Coury, State Representative
Duncan Dottin, Supervisor, Division of Child Guardianship
Mrs. Barbara Dubin, Deputy Director, ONBOARD, INC.
Arnold M. Dubin, Manager, International Ladies' Garment Workers Union
Harry R. Dunham, President, United Auto Workers Union Local 899, AFL-CIO
Henry R. Groebe, D.M.D.
Ronald Harper, Attorney
Mary B. Healey, Director, ONBOARD, INC.
Mrs. William S. Holmes, Jr., Past President, Council of Women's Organizations of New
Bedford
Harold Hurwitz, Attorney
Rev. Richard A. Kellaway, First Unitarian Church in New Bedford
Miss Sylvia Knowles
Gerald Klein
Arthur Leitao, Deputy Director, ONBOARD, INC.
Jack Levine, Attorney
Edwin L. Livramento, On-the-Job-Training Supervisor (Field), Rodman Job Corps
Center
Mrs. Edwin Livramento
Miss Ruth B. McFadden, Former Superintendent, New Bedford Public Schools.
Frank C. Monteiro
David M. Narvo, Treasurer, Morton's Shoe Stores, Inc.
Cardinal Olivierre, President, NAACP, New Bedford Branch
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Joao Rocha, Publisher, Portuguese Daily News
Marshall Sawyer, Teacher, Wareham High School
Isaac Steiner, General Manager, Eastern Sportswear Mfg. Co., Inc.
Joseph Sylvia, Jr., Registrar of Deeds
Alfred A. Thackeray, Executive Secretary, New Bedford Chamber of Commerce
Mrs. Xenophon Thomas
Philip F. Tripp, Executive Director, New Bedford Housing Authority
Joseph S. Vera, Attorney
Guy Volterra, Attorney
Mrs. Lenora Whyte, Coordinator, ONBOARD, INC.
William J. Winsper, III, Assistant Director of Guidance & Placement, New Bedford
High School
Mrs. William O. Wood, Secretary, New Bedford Board of Real Estate
Gloria Xifaras
John M. Xifaras, Attorney, Legal Counsel, New Bedford Branch, NAACP
Rabbi Bernard H. Ziskind, Tifereth Israel Synagogue
North Shore Council
Charles Cronis, CHAIRMAN, Attorney
Alfred A. Albert, Royal Albert Realty
Anthony A. Athanas, President, Hawthorne Restaurants, Inc.
Louis L. Brin, Editorial Staff "Jewish Advocate"
Mary F. Berlyn, Supervisor, Civic Education and Adult Education, Lynn Public
Schools
O. Robert Coe, Manager, Central Employment, General Electric Company
Reverend Earl W. Eldridge, Executive Secretary, The Greater Lynn Council of
Churches
Mrs. Soloman M. Feldman
Mrs. Conover Fitch, Jr., Head of Women's Division, Trinity Church, Boston
Peter Gamage, Publisher, Lynn Item
Abraham Glovsky, Attorney
Dr. Francis L. Keane, Adjustment Counselor, Lynn Public Schools
John M. Lilly, YMCA
Henry Kozlowski, Treasurer, Jackson & Phillips, Inc.; Chairman, Lynn Redevelopment
Authority
Robert G. Livingston, President, Nissen Baking Corp.
Herbert D. Marsh, President, Security-Danvers National Bank
Marcia L. Memmott, Director, Women's Bureau, Dept. Commerce and Development
Lawrence G. McGinn, Superintendent, Lynn Public Schools
Doris H. Nesbit, Editorial Department, Daily Evening Item
Theodore Regnante, Assistant Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts
Armand J. St. Laurent, Funeral Director
Malcolm M. Stone, General Manager, Boston Machine Works Co.
Dr. William D. Washington
Springfield Council
Mrs. Richard B. Anderson, Past President, League of Women Voters
Oscar Bright
John Douglas Cummings, Attorney
Clarence E. Gait, Head Psychiatric Worker, Child Guidance Clinic
Chester N. Gibbs, Executive Director, Human Relations Commission
Muriel A. Griffin, President, McKnight District Improvement Association
Prof. Jack C. Harris, Director, Community Tensions Center, Springfield College
Mrs. Eugene Hodges, Department Manager, Lerner Shops
Raymond T. King, Attorney
Robert G. Little, Commonwealth Service Corps
Bernard H. McMahon, President, Springfield Five Cents Savings Bank
Rev. Vincent M. O'Connor, Catholic Charities
Mrs. Roger L. Putnam, President, Catholic Scholarships for Negroes, Inc.
Frederick B. Robinson, Director, Museum of Fine Arts, Springfield
James J. Shea, President, Milton Bradley Co.
Charles Vivenzio, Local 202, lUE, AFL-CIO, Financial-Recording Secretary
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Worcester Council
Frederick E. Coe. CHAIRMAN
John Barone. Commonwealth Service Corps
Joan J. Bott. Young Woman's Christian Association
Rev. John Francis Burke. St. Peter's Parish
Rev. Hubert C. Callaghan, S.J., Director of Industrial Relations. Holy Cross College
Miss Elizabeth Campbell. Executive Director. Young Women's Christian Association
Daniel J. Casale. Division of Employment Security. District Superintendent
Jerome .\. Collins. President, Massachusetts Merchants. Inc.
Ruth Collins
Joseph R. Eid. Employee Relations Manager. Wyman-Gordon Company
Katherine F. Erskine. Board Member. YWCA
Judge Joseph Goldberg. Central District Court. W orcester
John J. Goldsberry. Jr.. M.D.. Chief Ph\sical i: Rehabilitation Medicine. Rutland
Heights Hospital
.Andrew B. Holmstrom. former Vice President. Norton Company
John E. Howanh. Postmaster. United States Post Oftlce
Mrs. Fred Jackson. N.A.ACP: League of \\"omen Voters
Howard B. Jefferson. President. Qark University
Rabbi Joseph Klein. Temple Emanuel
James B. La\in. President. Worcester. Mass. Labor Council. AFL-CIO
John S. Laws. Principal. Bumcoat Junior High School
Mrs. .Arthur Jarrett. CORE
.Anna Mays. NAACP
Mrs. ErNvin C. Miller. President. Church Women United in Worcester County
Walter .\. Olson. Executive Director. Family Service Organization
Matthew P. O'Regan. Real Estate
Edson D. Phelps. Vice President. State Mutual Life .Assurance Company of America
Dorothy .A. Salter. President. Salter Secretarial School
Luther C. Small. Executive Director. Worcester Housing .Authority
Mrs. George E. Spence. N.A-ACP: National Council of Christians and Jews
Da\id Todd. Professor of Chemistr>-. Worcester Polytech Institute
Rev. Gordon M. Torgersen. First Baptist Church
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS ACCOUNT OF INCOME AND
DISBURSEMENTS UNDER APPROPRIATIONS
This financial statement mdicates the allotments and expense for the Boston office and
the Branch offices in both Springfield and New Bedford.
The dates covered are the fiscal year 1968 - July 1. 1967 through June 30. 1968.
Appropriations S260.085.00
Deficiences 156.80
S260.241.80
Disbursements S212.059.81
Accounts payable 23.102.66
Reverted 25.0"9.33
S260.241.S0
Analysis of Disbursements:
Salaries - Permanent ....
Salaries - Temporar>' . . .
Senices - Non-employees .
Heat and Light
Travel and .Automotive . . .
.Advertising and Printing . .
Repairs
Special Supplies and Expenses
Office and .Administrative
Equipment
Rental
$212.059.81
S147. 123.09
41.394.35
1.451.85
209.12
3.632.31
1.0'1.73
30.00
947.48
5.743.59
1.117.35
9.338.94
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The
MASSACHUSETTS COMMISSION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
provides
• CONSULTANTS on race relations to employers, unions, educators, municipalities,
civic organizations, etc.
• ASSISTANCE in filing complaints to those who have been subjected to discrimination.
• MATERIALS on human relations for distribution to clubs, groups, etc.
• SPEAKERS on civU rights problems and actions for luncheons, meetings, classes, etc.
THESE SERVICES ARE PROVIDED FREE OF CHARGE
Write, telephone or visit the
MASSACHUSETTS COMMISSION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
120 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Telephone (617) 727-3990
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